Abstract-Fast implementations of discrete signal transforms, such as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT), and the discrete trigonometric transforms (DTTs), can be viewed as factorizations of their corresponding transformation matrices. A given signal transform can have many different factorizations, with each factorization represented by a unique but mathematically equivalent formula. When implemented in code, these formulas can have significantly different running times on the same processor, sometimes differing by an order of magnitude. Further, the optimal implementations on various processors are often different. Given this complexity, a crucial problem is automating the modeling and optimization of the performance of signal transform implementations.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY signal transforms can be represented by a transformation matrix , which is multiplied by an input data vector to produce the desired output vector . To allow for fast implementations, the transformation matrices can often be factored into a product of structured matrices. Further, these factorizations can be represented by mathematical formulas, and a single transform can be represented by many different, but mathematically equivalent, formulas [1] . As an example of the number of different formulas, we consider 51 819 formulas for a Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) of size and 31 242 formulas for a discrete cosine transform of size .
Interestingly, when these formulas are implemented in code and executed, they have very different running times, differing by as much as an order of magnitude. While many of the factorizations produce the exact same number of operations, the different orderings of the operations that the factorizations produce can greatly impact the performance of the formulas. For example, different operation orderings can greatly impact the number of cache misses and register spills that a formula incurs. The complexity of computing platforms makes it difficult to analytically predict or model by hand the performance of formulas. Further, the differences between computing platforms lead to different optimal formulas from machine to machine. To address this problem, we have developed methods that automate the modeling and optimization of performance across a variety of signal transforms.
To enable the use of neural networks to automatically learn performance models, we have characterized formulas in terms of numerical features, that is, numerical values describing different aspects of the formula such as the transform size. We have explored over 15 feature sets to describe mathematical formulas of particular transforms, identifying feature sets with different abilities to partition formulas according to their running times. By describing formulas with features, we can train a neural network to learn to predict the running times of formulas. We have shown that a neural network can learn to accurately predict with less than 5% error the faster of two formulas or the running time of a formula, given a limited set of training data.
Signal processing optimization presents a challenging search problem as there is a large number of formulas that represent the same signal processing algorithm. Exhaustive search is only possible for very small transform sizes or over limited regions of the space of formulas. Dynamic programming offers a more effective search method. By assuming independence among substructures, dynamic programming searches for a fast implementation while only timing a few formulas. However, this independence assumption does not always hold for this domain, and there is no bound as to how much slower the implementation found by dynamic programming is compared with the optimal implementation. We present a stochastic evolutionary algorithm known as STEER for searching through this large space of possible formulas. STEER searches through many more formulas than dynamic programming, covering a larger portion of the search space, while still timing a tractable number of formulas as opposed to exhaustive search. We initially developed STEER specifically for the WHT and then extended it to work across a wide variety of transforms. Through empirical comparisons, we show that STEER can find discrete trigonometric transform formulas that run 10-20% faster than what dynamic program-ming finds. Further, for the discrete cosine transform of type IV and of size on a Pentium III, STEER finds a formula that runs 17% faster than that found by dynamic programming and almost equally as fast as that found by an exhaustive search, but STEER times about about two orders of magnitude fewer formulas than exhaustive search. This paper is arranged as follows. Section II gives an overview of the background necessary for understanding the rest of the paper. Section III presents our work in modeling performance of signal transforms, and Section IV describes our work in optimizing the performance. The performance modeling work in Section III is independent of the optimization work in Section IV, and either section can be read separately from the other. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
This section presents some necessary background for understanding the remainder of the article. Section II-A describes the WHT in detail. Section II-B describes the SPIRAL system that we have been developing in collaboration with others to optimize the performance of a wide variety of signal transforms. Section II-C then highlights some of the significant differences and similarities between the WHT and some of the other transforms being considered. Finally, we discuss some related work in Section II-D.
A. Walsh-Hadamard Transform
The WHT of a signal of size is the product WHT , where WHT DFT DFT and is the tensor or Kronecker product [2] . For example WHT By calculating and combining smaller WHTs appropriately, the structure in the WHT transformation matrix can be leveraged to produce more efficient algorithms. Let with all of the being positive integers. Then, WHT can be rewritten as WHT where is the identity matrix. This formula or breakdown rule can then be recursively applied to each of these new smaller WHTs. Thus, WHT can be rewritten as any of a large number of different but mathematically equivalent formulas.
Any of these formulas for WHT can be uniquely represented by a tree, which we call a "split tree." For example, sup- The split tree corresponding to this final formula is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Each node in the split tree is labeled with the base two logarithm of the size of the WHT at that level. The children of a node indicate how the node's WHT is recursively computed. In general, each node of a split tree should contain not only the size of the transform but the transform at that node and the breakdown rule being applied as well. Recall that a breakdown rule specifies how a transform can be computed from smaller or different transforms. In Fig. 1 , the representation was simplified since it only used one breakdown rule that only involved WHTs.
There is a very large number of possible split trees for a WHT of any given size, and thus, there is a large number of formulas equal to that WHT. Specifically, a WHT of size has on the order of different possible split trees. For example, WHT has 16 768 different split trees. To slightly reduce the search space, it is possible to only consider binary WHT split trees. There are still on the order of possible binary split trees [3] .
For the results with the WHT, we used a WHT package [3] , which can implement in code, run, and time WHT formulas passed to it. The WHT package allows leaves of the split trees to be sizes to , which are implemented as unrolled straight-line code. This introduces a tradeoff since straight-line code has the advantage that it does not have loop or recursion overhead but the disadvantage that large code blocks will overfill the instruction cache. The package performs the transform using double-precision floating point.
B. SPIRAL System
As part of the SPIRAL research group [4] , we are developing a system to optimize a wide variety of signal transforms. The SPIRAL system consists of four main steps: 1) Transform and Breakdown Rule Specification: The system begins by allowing the user to specify new transforms and new breakdown rules to factor the transforms. These breakdown rules specify how a given transform can be factored into other smaller components. Several transforms, including the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), WHT, and four types of discrete cosine and sine transforms (DCT/DST), and over 35 breakdown rules have already been specified.
2) Formula Generation: The second step in the system is to apply the breakdown rules repeatedly to produce a factorization of a given transform. The resulting formula represents an algorithm for computing the given transform. There are many different ways to apply the breakdown rules, leading to a very large number of different formulas that can be obtained. 3) Code Generation: Given a formula, the third step is to implement it in code. To perform this step, a compiler has been developed to translate formulas into a low-level language such as Fortran or C [5] . The formula compiler has a number of parameters that can be adjusted to change how it implements a formula in code. For example, a parameter can be specified to indicate how much of the code should be unrolled and how much should be left as loops. This provides another dimension that must be optimized when searching for fast implementations. By default, the formula compiler implements the transform using double-precision floating point. 4) Optimization: With all of this machinery in place, it is possible to generate executable code for any possible factorization specified by the breakdown rules for any possible transform that has been defined to the system. The final but key step in the system, then, is to use this machinery to search for a fast implementation for a given transform. Our contribution to this system has been in research and implementation of this final step. Specifically, we have developed and implemented several search algorithms for this system.
C. Other Transforms
We are investigating a number of transforms besides the WHT, including the DFT, four types of the DCT, and four types of the DST. Table I gives a few example breakdown rules for some of these. The operator denotes matrix direct sum, and exponentiation denotes matrix conjugation.
The discrete trigonometric transforms (DTTs), DCT, and DST [6] - [9] are considerably different from the WHT. Specifically, the following differences are of importance.
• Although we have used just one basic breakdown rule for the WHT, there are several different breakdown rules for most of the different types of DTTs.
• Although the breakdown rule for the WHT allowed for many possible sets of children, most of the breakdown rules for the DCTs specify exactly one set of children.
• Although the WHT factored into smaller WHTs, the breakdown rules for the DTTs often factor one transform into two transforms of different types or even translate one DTT into another DTT. Thus, a split tree for a DTT labels the nodes not only with the size of the transform but with the transform and the applied breakdown rule as well.
• The number of factorizations for the DTTs grows even quicker than that for the WHT. For example, DCT type IV already has about different factorizations at size and about factorizations at size with our current set of breakdown rules. 
D. Related Work
Much of the work in signal transform optimization has been concerned with minimizing the number of arithmetic operations necessary to compute a transform. Our work builds on this in that we use breakdown rules to generate formulas with the minimal number of arithmetic operations. However, we are also concerned with how we can perform these arithmetic operations as quickly as possible and not just how to minimize their number. There are many formulas with the same minimal number of arithmetic operations that have a wide variance in run times. We are concerned with optimizing the run time performance of transforms on real machines.
Also addressing this issue, Frigo and Johnson have developed FFTW [10] , [11] , which is an adaptive package that produces efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT) implementations across a variety of machines. FFTW performs a constrained dynamic programming search to search for fast FFT implementations. In this paper, we look at several search methods beyond just dynamic programming and at optimizing performance across a wide variety of transforms beyond just the FFT.
In the related field of linear algebra optimization, PHiPAC [12] , [13] and ATLAS [14] have developed a set of parameterized linear algebra algorithms. For each algorithm, a prespecified search is made over the possible parameter values to find the optimal implementation. Their work uses a fair bit of human intelligence to determine which portions of the parameter space are to be explored.
A few researchers have addressed similar goals in optimizing other numerical algorithms. However, most of these approaches only search among a few algorithms instead of the space of thousands of different formulas we consider in our work. Lagoudakis and Littman [15] used reinforcement learning to learn to select between algorithms to solve sorting or order statistic selection problems.Brewer [16] useslinearregressiontolearntopredictrunning times for four different implementations of two different applications: iterative partial differential equation solving and sorting. By learning to predict running times across different input sizes, his algorithm was able to quickly predict which of the four implementations should run fastest, given a new input size.
III. MODELING PERFORMANCE
Empirical performance data can be gathered for a variety of formulas. This data offers an interesting opportunity to learn to predict running time performance. This section describes our work in automating the modeling of the performance of signal transforms [17] . This work has involved formulating and representing formula performance prediction as a machine learning task. Section III-A describes and evaluates several sets of features that we introduced for binary WHT split trees. We show that the choice of feature set significantly impacts the ability to distinguish between formulaswithdifferentrunningtimes.SectionIII-Bdemonstrates how a neural network can learn to accurately predict the running time of a formula given a limited set of training data.
A. Features for WHT Split Trees
To automatically learn to predict running times of formulas by using neural networks, one of the major steps is to be able to represent formulas with numerical features. The problem of feature selection in machine learning is important. The introduction and careful analysis of different feature sets for formula prediction represents a significant part of our work.
In selecting and evaluating features, an important question is what aspects of the formulas determine their running times, or equivalently, what are good features for predicting a formula's running time? To answer these questions, we introduce several different feature sets to describe WHT formulas. We then compare the feature sets along three measures to see how well the features can differentiate formulas with different running times.
Feature Sets: This section describes several feature sets for WHT formulas. In all of the features, we take advantage of the fact that WHT formulas can be represented as split trees. These features are not unique to the WHT, and many have been used in our early study of the FFT [18] . However, some of the features sets can only be used to describe binary split trees. We consider feature sets from two broad categories: node count features and features corresponding to the shape of the split tree. These features are chosen to capture both the size of the computations being performed as well as the ordering of those computations and, thus, to hopefully capture the running time.
Counting Nodes: The following formula features sets count the number of nodes of various types.
• Leaf Nodes: The Leaf Nodes feature sets count the number of different-sized leaves in the WHT split tree. The leaves of a WHT split tree correspond to the WHTs that must actually be computed directly and that appear in the formula represented by the split tree. Specifically, this feature set counts the number of WHT s, the number of WHT s, the number of WHT s, and so on that appear in the formula. All Nodes counts but to have different Leaf Nodes counts. For example, see Fig. 2 . Therefore, a simple refinement of those two feature sets is to include both.
• Left/Right Leaf Nodes: Consider again the Leaf Nodes features that simply counted all of the leaf nodes. A different refinement of this is to separate nodes that are right children of their parents in the tree from those that are left children. This provides more information about the structure of the split tree, which is an important factor in the performance of a split tree. In particular, the Left/Right Leaf Nodes feature set counts the number of left WHT s, the number of right WHT s, the number of left WHT s, and so on in the split tree.
• Left/Right All Nodes: Combining the previous idea along with the idea of counting all the nodes in the split tree produces yet another set of features. In particular, the Left/Right All Nodes feature set counts the number of different sized left and right nodes appearing in the tree, excluding the root node.
• Left/Right Leaf and Left/Right All Nodes: Once again, counting Left/Right All Nodes cannot always distinguish two trees that counting Left/Right Leaf Nodes can distinguish. Thus, this feature set combines the two for a large set of features that include all those in the previous two sets. Table II gives an example of these features for the split tree shown in Fig. 3 .
Features of the Shape of the Tree: All of the above features count the number of various kinds of nodes of different sizes. Another feature category pertains to the general shape of the tree. Since the position of nodes within the split tree can influence the amount of time spent computing those nodes, the shape of the split tree is an important factor in the running time of the split tree.
A simple feature is the "leftness" or "rightness" of a tree. The pathfromtherootnodetoanygivennodeisasequenceofchoosing either the left or right child for each node along the path. Let the leftness of a node in a tree be the number of left children chosen minus the number of right children chosen along the path from the root to the given node. Then, the leftness of the tree is defined to be the sum of the leftness of all of the tree's nodes. The single number feature Leftness is the leftness of a tree.
This single number feature can be expanded to provide the Vertical Profile feature set. In particular, the Vertical Profile feature set is an array of numbers, with each number indicating how many nodes have a particular leftness value.
For example, the split tree shown in Fig. 3 has nodes with leftness as shown in Fig. 4 and a total leftness of 0 since it is balanced. There are several possible single numbers that capture some aspect of a tree's depth. The Total Path Length feature is the sum of the path lengths of every node to the root. The Average Path Length feature divides the total path length by the total number of nodes in the tree. The Horizontal Profile feature is constructed by counting the number of nodes at each possible depth.
For example, the split tree shown in Fig. 3 has the following features:
• a total path length of 10;
• an average path length of ; and the horizontal profile is
• one node at depth 0;
• two nodes at depth 1;
• four nodes at depth 2.
Evaluating Features: In this section, the defined feature sets are evaluated.
Number of Partitions: Because several different formulas can have the same set of feature values, the features can be thought of as generating a set of equivalence classes or partitions. Under a set of features, formulas are indistinguishable if they have the same set of feature values, whereas formulas are distinguishable if they have different feature values. For example, the two split trees shown in Fig. 2 have the same feature values under the All Nodes feature set but have different feature values under the Leaf Nodes feature set. Therefore, a partition consists of all formulas that have the same feature values under a particular feature set.
Ideally, we would like all of the formulas that fall into the same partition to have very close running times. One straightforward method for achieving this is to create a large number of partitions, causing few formulas to fall into any one partition. Thus, a very simple measure of the effectiveness of a set of features is the number of partitions it creates for a set of formulas. Table III with node count features. The feature sets that are refinements of other feature sets have more partitions. For example, the All Nodes feature set has many more partitions than the Leaf Nodes feature set, and likewise, all of the Left/Right feature sets have more partitions than their corresponding plain feature sets. The final feature set in this group-the Left/Right Leaf Nodes and Left/Right All Nodes features-is able to almost, but not quite, uniquely identify all the formulas. However, as the size of WHT grows, this feature set is increasingly less able to uniquely identify formulas.
The middle portion of the table considers features pertaining to the shape of the split trees. The leftness feature and the vertical profile produce more partitions than the path length features or the horizontal profile. However, none of these features produce as many partitions as some of the node count feature sets.
The lower portion of Table III combines the All Nodes features with some of the shape features. Combining the leftness feature or the vertical profile greatly increases the number of partitions over the All Nodes features while adding path lengths, and the horizontal profile does not. This indicates that the All Nodes features incorporate more of the horizontal features than the vertical ones.
Relative Standard Deviation: While being able to partition a set of formulas into a large set of equivalence classes is important, ultimately, we want all of the formulas within a partition to have close running times. A good set of features can separate formulas with significantly different running times into different partitions so that all formulas within a single partition have close to the same running time. As a measure of this, we consider both the "weighted average relative standard deviation" and the maximum relative standard deviation. The weighted average relative standard deviation and the maximum relative standard deviation are calculated as follows.
• Let be the set of formulas in partition .
• Let be the mean running time of the formulas in .
• Let be the standard deviation of the running times of the formulas in .
• Let be the relative standard deviation of the running times of the formulas in . Then, .
• The weighted average relative standard deviation is .
• The maximum relative standard deviation is . The weighted average relative standard deviation indicates on averagehowfarapartrunningtimesofformulasinthesamepartition are. The maximum relative standard deviation indicates how far apart running times of formulas are in the worst partition.
Evaluating the feature sets, the weighted average and maximum relative standard deviations are shown in Table IV. For each WHT size shown in the table, formulas for all possible binary split trees were generated. These formulas were timed using the WHT package [3] on a Pentium III 450 MHz running Linux 2.2.5-15. The WHT package was compiled using gcc version egcs-2.91.66 with the options "
." The last row in the table shows the relative standard deviation for all possible formulas as though they were all placed in a single partition. Note that the maximum relative standard deviation for some feature sets can be larger than the relative standard deviation for all formulas because some partitions may have a significantly smaller mean than that of all formulas.
Looking at the top portion of Table IV , we see that using the Left/Right features tends to improve both standard deviation measures. The features that look at all nodes significantly outperform those just using the leaves. The middle portion of the table shows that the shape features are significantly poorer than the All Nodes features in both measures. However, the lower portions of the tables show that the leftness feature and vertical profile can help the weighted average of All Nodes. Overall, there are several feature sets that produce very good weighted average results and even reasonable maximum results for sizes smaller than . As a point of comparison, we chose 12 random WHT formulas for each of the sizes from to and timed them repeatedly 100 times. For each formula, we then computed the relative standard deviation of its 100 timings. The average relative standard deviation over all formulas was 0.57%.
When considering both the relative standard deviation results along with the number of partitions, the All Nodes features and the Leaf and All Nodes features are surprisingly impressive. Not only do these feature sets produce good relative standard deviation results, but they do so with relatively few partitions.
B. Learning to Predict WHT Performance
With the features discussed in the previous section and with training data obtained by timing a set of formulas, we can use neural networks to learn to quickly predict the running times of new formulas. Note that such a neural network still does not solve the problem of searching through a large space of potential formulas. However, a predicted running time can now be obtained much more quickly than we could have obtained an actual running time.
While accurately predicting a formula's running time allows the fastest formula to be determined through exhaustive search over all formulas, it is actually more than necessary. In particular, accurately predicting which of two formulas runs faster would also allow the fastest formula to be determined through exhaustive search over all formulas. Thus, a learning algorithm need not learn the exact running time if it can accurately predict which of two formulas runs faster.
Experimental Setup: The results that are presented in this section are for WHT and are similar to those collected for other sizes. All 2950 possible formulas corresponding to binary trees of WHT were generated and timed using the WHT package on the same Pentium III running Linux.
We used a backpropagation neural network with 50 hidden sigmoid units, a learning rate 0.01, and a momentum of 0.001. These parameters are not highly tuned due to the fact that they were used across several different input feature sets (of varying number of inputs) and across desired output (running time or faster of two formulas). For predicting running times, a single linear output unit was used, whereas for predicting the faster of two formulas, a single sigmoid output unit was used. The training minimized the mean squared error.
The various node count feature sets were used as inputs to the neural network. The set of formulas were partitioned into training, validation, and testing sets of different sizes. Except in the cases where all of the formulas are used for both the training and testing sets, the results presented are averages over four random splits into training, validation, and testing sets. The neural network was allowed to train for 5000 epochs, but every 100 epochs, the network was tested against the validation set, and if this produced the lowest seen error, then the network was saved. Therefore, the final saved network was the one with lowest error on the validation set during training. This saved network was then tested against the data in the test set.
The neural networks were trained on two different tasks: 1) to predict the running times of formulas and 2) to predict which of two formulas would run faster.
Results: Results are shown in Table V . The column marked "Cost" reports the percent error on predicting the running times for the test set. The column marked "Faster" corresponds to predicting the faster of two formulas. This column reports the percentage of random pairs of formulas in the test set that our method mispredicts which is faster. In particular, the number of samplings was 100 times the number of formulas in the test set. The "Cost" and "Faster" columns should not be directly compared as they report different measures of performance.
The Left/Right All Nodes feature set and the "Left/Right Leaf Nodes and Left/Right All Nodes" feature set yield the best learning results. These results were quite good, with about 4% error on predicting the faster of two formulas and about 3% error on predicting the running times, even when trained on only 10% of the formulas. The All Nodes feature set and the Leaf and All Nodes feature set, which were discussed earlier for their excellent performance at partitioning the formulas, also perform well here, obtaining about 5% error on predicting the running times and less than 8% error on predicting the faster of two formulas. The Leaf Nodes and Left/Right Leaf Nodes feature set both perform significantly worse than all of the other feature sets.
C. Summary
To model performance of signal transforms, we have explored using neural networks to learn to predict running times of formulas. In order to use neural networks, we have developed feature sets to describe split trees representing signal transform With several feature sets such as All Nodes or Left/Right All Nodes, we showed that a neural network can learn to accurately predict the faster of two formulas or the running time of a formula, given a limited set of training data.
IV. OPTIMIZING PERFORMANCE
This section describes our work in developing search methods for finding fast implementations of signal transforms. Section IV-A overviews several search methods for this domain. Section IV-B describes the evolutionary algorithm STEER in the search for fast WHT implementations. Then, Section IV-C compares these search techniques for the WHT. Finally, Section IV-D describes modifications to these search algorithms to allow them to work on arbitrary transforms and results using them.
A. Search Techniques
There are several approaches for searching for fast implementations of signal transforms, including exhaustive search, dynamic programming, random search, and evolutionary algorithms.
One simple approach to optimization is to exhaust over all possible formulas of a signal transform and to time each one on each different machine in which we are interested. There are three problems with this approach. 1) Each formula may take a nontrivial amount of time to run.
2) There is a very large number of formulas that need to be run. 3) Just enumerating all of the possible formulas may be impossible. These problems make the approach intractable for transforms of even small sizes.
With the WHT, there are several ways to limit the search space. One such limitation is to exhaust just over the binary split trees, although there still are many binary split trees. In practice, we have found that the fastest WHT formulas never have leaves of size . By searching just over split trees with no leaves of size , the total number of trees that need to be timed can be greatly reduced (for example, from 51 819 to 101 trees for size ) but still becomes intractable at larger sizes. A common approach for searching the very large space of possible implementations of signal transforms has been to use dynamic programming [10] , [19] - [21] . This approach maintains a list of the fastest formulas it has found for each transform and size. When trying to find the fastest formula for a particular transform and size, it considers all possible splits of the root node. For each child of the root node, dynamic programming substitutes the best split tree found for that transform and size. Thus, dynamic programming makes the following assumption.
Dynamic Programming Assumption: The fastest split tree for a particular transform and size is also the best way to split a node of that transform and size in a larger tree.
While dynamic programming times relatively few formulas for many transforms, it would need to time an intractable number of formulas for large WHTs. However, by restricting to just binary WHT split trees, dynamic programming becomes efficient. Between the two extremes, -way dynamic programming considers split trees with at most children at any node. Unfortunately, increasing can significantly increase the number of formulas that must be timed.
As another generalization, -best dynamic programming keeps track of the best formulas for each transform and size [20] , [21] . This softens the dynamic programming assumption, allowing for the fact that a suboptimal formula for a given transform and size might be the optimal way to split such a node in a larger tree. Unfortunately, moving from standard one-best to just two-best more than doubles the number of formulas that must be timed.
While dynamic programming has been frequently used, it is not known how far from optimal it is at larger sizes where it cannot be compared against exhaustive search. Other search techniques with different biases will explore different portions of the search space. This exploration may find faster formulas than dynamic programming finds or provide evidence that the dynamic programming assumption holds in practice.
A different search technique is to generate a fixed number of random formulas and time each. This approach assumes that while the running times of different formulas may vary considerably, there is still a sufficiently large number of formulas that have running times close to the optimal. Evolutionary techniques provide a refinement to the previous approach [22] . Evolutionary algorithms add a bias to random search, directing it toward better formulas.
B. Evolutionary Algorithm STEER for the WHT
We developed an evolutionary algorithm named STEER to search for optimal signal transform formulas. Our first implementation of STEER explicitly only searched for optimal WHT formulas. This section describes STEER for the WHT, whereas Section IV-D describes our more recent implementation of STEER, which will work for a variety of transforms.
Given a particular size, STEER generates a set of random WHT formulas of that size and times them. It then proceeds through evolutionary techniques to generate new formulas and to time them, searching for the fastest formula. STEER is similar to a standard genetic algorithm [22] , except that STEER uses split trees instead of a bit vector as its representation. At a high level, STEER proceeds as follows.
1) Randomly generate a population of legal split trees of a given size. 2) For each split tree in , obtain its running time.
3) Let be the set of the fastest trees in . 4) Randomly select from , favoring faster trees, to generate a new population . 5) Cross over random pairs of trees in . 6) Mutate random trees in . 7) Let . 8) Repeat step 2 and follow. All selections are performed with replacement so that may contain many copies of the same tree. Since obtaining a running time is expensive, running times are cached, and only new split trees in at step 2 are actually run.
Tree Generation and Selection: Random tree generation produces the initial population of legal split trees from which the algorithm searches. To generate a random split tree, STEER generates a set of random leaves and then combines these randomly to generate a full tree.
To generate the new population , trees are randomly selected from using fitness proportional reproduction, which favors faster trees. Specifically, STEER selects from by randomly choosing any particular tree with probability proportional to one divided by the tree's running time. This method weights trees with faster running times more heavily but allows slower trees to be selected on occasion.
Crossover: In a population of legal split trees, many of the trees may have well optimized subtrees, even while the entire split tree is not optimal. Crossover provides a method for exchanging subtrees between two split trees, allowing for one split tree to potentially take advantage of a better subtree found in another split tree [22] .
Crossover on a pair of trees and proceeds as follows. 1) Let be a random node size contained in both trees.
2) If no exists, then the pair cannot be crossed over.
3) Select a random node in of size . Mutation: Mutations are changes to the split tree that introduce new diversity to the population. If a given split tree performs well, then a slight modification of the split tree may perform even better. Mutations provide a way to search the space of similar split trees [22] .
We present the mutations that STEER uses with the WHT. Except for the first mutation, all of them come in pairs, with one essentially doing the inverse operation of the other. Fig. 6 shows one example of each mutation performed on the split tree labeled "Original." The mutations are the following.
• Flip: Swap two children of a node.
• Grow: Add a subtree under a leaf, giving it children.
• Truncate: Remove a subtree under a node that could be a leaf, making the node a leaf.
• Up: Move a node up one level in depth, causing the node's grandparent to become its parent.
• Down: Move a node down one level in depth, causing the node's sibling to become its parent.
• Join: Join two siblings into one node that has as children all of the children of the two siblings.
• Split: Break a node into two siblings, dividing the children between the two new siblings.
Running STEER: Fig. 7 shows a typical plot of the running time of the best formula (solid line) and the average ." The average running time of the first generation that contains random formulas is more than twice the running time of the best formula at the end, verifying the wide spread of running times of different formulas. Further, both the average and best running times decrease significantly over time, indicating that the evolutionary operators are finding better formulas. Fig. 8 shows two different runs of binary dynamic programming on the same Pentium III. For sizes larger than , many of the formulas found in the second run are more than 5% slower than those found in the first run. An analysis of this and several other runs shows that the major difference is what split tree is chosen for size . The two fastest split trees for that size have close running times. Since the timer is not perfectly accurate, it times one split tree sometimes faster and sometimes slower than the other from run to run. However, one particular split tree is consistently faster than the other when used in larger sizes. Thus, a poor choice early in the search can produce significantly worse results at larger sizes. Fig. 9 compares the best running times found by a variety of search techniques on the same Pentium III. In this particular run, plain binary dynamic programming chose the better formula for size and performs well. All of the search techniques perform about equally well, except for the random formula generation method, which tends to perform significantly worse for sizes larger than , indicating that some form of intelligent search is needed in this domain and that blind sampling is not effective. Fig. 10 compares the number of formulas timed by each of the search methods. A logarithm scale is used along the -axis representing the number of formulas timed. Effectively all of the time a search algorithm requires is spent in running formulas. The random formula generation method sometimes times fewer formulas than were generated if the same formula was generated twice. The number of formulas timed by the exhaustive search method grows much faster than all of the other techniques, indicating why it quickly becomes intractable for larger sizes. Clearly, plain binary dynamic programming has the advantage that it times the fewest formulas.
C. Search Algorithm Comparison for WHT
Of all the search methods compared here, dynamic programming both finds fast WHT formulas and times relatively few formulas. However, we have also shown that dynamic programming can perform poorly if it chooses a poor formula for one of the smaller sizes. In addition, we have shown that STEER can also find fast WHT formulas.
D. Optimization for Arbitrary Transforms
We now turn to searching for optimal formulas for arbitrary transforms, including new user-specified transforms. To do this, we have implemented the different search algorithms in the SPIRAL system (see Section II-B).
Dynamic programming and -best dynamic programming are fairly straightforward to implement in this new setting. Given a transform to optimize, dynamic programming uses every applicable breakdown rule to generate a list of possible sets of children. For each of these children, it then recursively calls dynamic programming to find the best split tree(s) for the children, memorizing the results. Each of these possible sets of children are used to form an entire split tree of the original transform. These new split trees are then timed to determine the fastest.
STEER, as described above, used many operators that heavily relied on properties of the WHT. We have adapted STEER to be applicable across a variety of different signal processing transforms. The following changes were made.
• Random Tree Generation: A new method for generating a random split tree was developed. For a given transform, a random applicable breakdown rule is chosen, and then, a random set of children are generated using the breakdown rule. This is then repeated recursively for each of the transforms represented by the children.
• Crossover: Crossover remains the same, except the definition of equivalent nodes changes. Now, instead of looking for split tree nodes of the same size, crossover must find nodes with the same transform and size.
• Mutation: We developed a new set of mutations since all of the previous ones were specific to the WHT. We have developed three mutations that work in this general setting without specific knowledge of the transforms or breakdown rules being considered. They are as follows.
• Regrow: Remove the subtree under a node, and grow a new random subtree.
• Copy: Find two nodes within the split tree that represent the same transform and size. Copy the subtree underneath one node to the subtree of the other.
• Swap: Find two nodes within the split tree that represent the same transform and size. Swap the subtrees underneath the two nodes. Fig. 11 shows an example of each of these mutations. These mutations are general and will work with arbitrary user-specified transforms and breakdown rules.
We ran dynamic programming and STEER on the same Pentium III to find fast implementations of DCTs. The formula compiler in the SPIRAL system generated Fortran code, which was then compiled using g77 version egcs-2.91.66 with the option " ." Fig. 12 shows the running times of the best formulas found by each algorithm for DCT IV across three sizes. Fig. 13 shows the same but for the four types of DCTs all of size . Both diagrams indicate that STEER finds formulas that are 10-20% faster than that found by one-best dynamic programming.
For DCT type IV size , exhaustive search was also performed over the space of 31 242 different formulas that can be generated with our current set of breakdown rules. Fig. 14(a) shows the running times of the fastest formulas found by each search algorithm. Fig. 14(b) shows the number of formulas timed by each of the search algorithms. The formulas found by the exhaustive search and by STEER are about equally fast, whereas the one found by dynamic programming is 17% slower. However, dynamic programming times very few formulas, and STEER times about two orders of magnitude less than the exhaustive search.
We have been able to develop search algorithms that can work in a general environment with a variety of transforms and breakdown rules. Simple algorithms such as dynamic programming do reasonably well, but STEER does better. Further, STEER was able to find a formula as fast as the one found by exhaustive search while timing significantly fewer formulas.
E. Summary
This section described different search methods for optimizing signal transforms, including a new evolutionary algorithm STEER. We have compared the different methods for the WHT and found that dynamic programming can find good formulas while timing relatively few. STEER does equally well as dynamic programming but times more formulas than dynamic programming. However, we have also shown that sometimes, a poor early choice can lead dynamic programming to do significantly worse. STEER does not rely on a few critical decisions early in the search process, as does dynamic programming.
Further, we have discussed modifications to these algorithms to allow them to be applied to a variety of signal transforms. We have shown that STEER finds faster DCT formulas than dynamic programming while still timing significantly fewer formulas than exhaustive search. In at least one case, STEER was able to find a DCT formula that runs about equally as fast as the optimal one found by exhaustive search.
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed automated methods for modeling and optimizing the performance of signal transforms. To model performance, we have explored over 15 feature sets to describe mathematical formulas. We identified feature sets with different abilities to partition formulas according to their running times. By describing formulas with features, we can present formulas to a neural network. While performance varied, as expected, according to what set of features were used, we showed that a neural network can learn to accurately predict the faster of two formulas or the running time of a formula, given a limited set of training data.
Further, we have introduced a stochastic evolutionary search approach called STEER for finding fast signal transform implementations. We have described the development of STEER both specifically for the WHT and for a wide variety of transforms. We have shown that STEER finds faster DCT formulas than dynamic programming while still timing significantly fewer formulas than exhaustive search. In at least one case, STEER was able to find a DCT formula that runs about equally as fast as the optimal one found by exhaustive search. While we have shown that a poor early choice can cause dynamic programming to perform suboptimally, we have also given evidence that dynamic programming can sometimes perform well when searching for fast WHT formulas.
